Low Power ID Matching Wake-up Receiver for Wireless Sensor Networks
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Abstract: Access points of wireless sensor network (WSN) consume lots of energy during data communication but huge power consumption has been observed during active listing in idle mode. There are lots of solutions available in the literature for addressed issue but among all available techniques, Wake-up receiver found most effective in term of power utilizations. It works on the basis of ID matching, paper present 16 bits ID matching Wake-up receiver and consumes only 42.38mW power. Proposed model can be efficiently implemented over very large sensor networks. Wake up receiver can be used in several applications of Wireless sensor networks along with main transceiver.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) draw attention of several researchers because many opportunities exist and lot of work need to be done. Wireless Sensor Networks having usage in many applications like Aviation, defense, medicament, industrial machinery observance, and overabundance of others. WSNs find peculiar trait sensors those can work in multidimensional environment and can be deployed in the uninhabited, ugly and adverse environment like battle field etc [1]. A sensor network must be competent enough for sensing the minutiae signal, execute signal processing on the detected signal and transmit it further wirelessly. Several challenges exist for successful and reliable implementation of sensor nodes are as following:

- Intelligence should be added to sensors to make them capable to deal with issues such as network management, data integration and information interpretation [2].
- Security and reliability are also major challenge still require improvements [3].
- Quality of services (QoS) also remains one of the foremost vital areas in this [4]. Network management can be used for QoS but in addition to that data prioritization, clustering and data classification can also provide best optimal solution for problem
- In the domain of wireless sensor network resources i.e. security, data rate, power consumption and memory are available but with trade off although researcher has main aim to reduce power consumption in wireless sensor network. Communication and processing unit are very hungry for power consumption [5].
- Judicious utilization of power must be ensured because in most of the cases sensor are deployed in remote location where battery replacement is not frequently possible.

Hence, among all the discussed issues Low power consumption is most dominating which attracts attention of most of researchers [6]. In literature many solutions are implemented like duty cycle control, advancement in storage battery, advanced network protocol, power gating and scaling [7, 8]. However Wake up receiver for aforementioned purpose is the best among all [9]. Access points in WSN stay idle for most of time and they consume lots of power during idle mode [10]. So access points switched into sleep mode from active mode in spite of idle mode. In this way, the large portion of power can be saved [11]. Hence Wake-Up receivers represent a promising approach for minimizing the energy consumption in wireless communication environments to a greater extent.

Intelligent switching of nodes state can be effectively performed by Wake up receiver. To implement this design a novel addressing technique can be used and unique binary number will be assigned to every sensor node. Before active data transfer, transmitter send unique address to wake up receiver if that address is related to concerned network then explicit cluster comes into active state where addressed node resides. Efficient methodology has been used to locate particular sensor node and power can be saved using this technique.

Fake node calling can also be easily detected using designed receiver.

II. STATE OF ART

The idea of wake up receiver comes from free space optical communication (FSO) principle. The design and implementation of the FSO transceiver is done using electronic and optical components [12, 13]. Author justifies the use of a secondary, ultra low power, wake-up channel, with the implementation of Free Space Optical (FSO) transmission. The FSO channel is being used for wake up the receiver and high power radio can be used to transfer main data packets with high data rate.

RF energy detection and implementation of Wake-Up receiver result to low cost and run with low power consumption. Using RFID matching process nodes will only be switch states into active state at the time of active data communications [14, 15]. As per IEEE 802.15.4 standard,
before transmission of data sender activate the RFID tag and RFID reader card has been installed at other end on the interrupt pin of the node.

Laser has been used to send ID to unknown nodes for localisation of nodes in WSN [16]. Sensor node will be turned into active mode from sleep mode at time of active data communication. In this way transceiver can be migrated into deep sleep mode during no transmission data packet [17, 18]. A reliable communication can be achieved in range of few meters with low power consumption.

False triggering of node cannot be ignored during operation of Wake-Up receiver but it can be minimized using efficient design. Wake-Up receiver can be implemented using field-programmable gate array (FPGA) [19, 20]. Asynchronous mode of communication reduces many overheads and battery usage days are increased after using of Wake Up receiver. Verilog coding has been used for designing of transmitter and receiver [21]. Similarly advance receiver can also be designed for low power consumption using Verilog coding.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF DESIGN

Power management becomes more important in case of applications using battery as a power source. Reduction in power consumption causes to increase the life time of the network. Wake up receiver comes in front with many advantageous and reliable solutions. It works on the basis of ID matching where 16 bits ID matching Wake-up receiver has been proposed. The proposed design will be used to locate the sensor node and manage switching of cluster into different states like sleep mode, idle mode or active mode. Some mathematical hash function operations will be performed on address bits of sensor node for parameters extraction and these parameters will be matched with stored parameters in the memory. If it matches, start the active communication with found cluster. The proposed structure is multiphase processing and as follows

A. Establish of wireless sensor networks

The first phase includes establishment of the network. In this phase address of every node can be stored in memory. Within the process, unique ID of sensor can be store in memory but in our proposed architecture membership function value will be stored in spite of storing all sensors unique ID. Mathematical hash function operations will be performed on address bits of sensor node for parameters extraction and these parameters will be matched with stored parameters in the memory. If it matches, start the active communication with found cluster. The proposed structure is multiphase processing and as follows

Sensor node ID is unique sequence of binary numbers and can be represented as

\[ X = \{x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots, x_n\} \quad \text{where} \quad x_n \in [0,1] \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Member function can be calculated with multiple hashing of nodes ID.

Hash function \( H[i] \) can be represented as

\[ H[k][i] \in f(X[i]) \quad \text{where} \quad i \in [0,1,2...m], I \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In proposed architecture \( k \) number of different hash function are used

\[ f(X[i]) \neq f(X[j]) \quad \text{Where} \quad i, j \in [0, 1, 2...m], I \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Hash function value is its membership value and each value corresponding to individual sensor node ID is updated in memory.

Hence Cluster number can be calculated from the membership values

\[ \text{Cluster No.} = \sum_{i=1}^{k} H[k][i] \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Where \( k \in 1 \) Cluster No. \( \in [0, 1, 2, \ldots, km] \) \( I \)

In establish phase, \( n \) bits sensor node ID will be received and after calculating the membership value with the help of \( k \) number of hash function, cluster number can be assign to every sensors. Total number of cluster will be equal to \( K.m \). Value of membership will be updated in memory to remember its states. A particular bit location in \( m \)-bit memory can be set more than once. If memory used is non volatile in nature then it can help us to remember the state of sensor node at power failure or in switch off mode.

B. Power control mechanism

Second and most important process is power control mechanism. This process describes how power can be saved with the help of used algorithm.

1. Once the network has been established and every node has been added successfully in respective clusters. Only detected cluster switching will performed without interfacing to other network.
2. False input and alarm can be easily detected and lots of power can be saved in this process.
3. Parallel processing has been used for further optimization, as 1st mismatch of membership value detected stop further calculation and false alarm has been reported for further action.

C. Testing phase

Last but not least phase is testing phase. In testing phase string of binary number has been transmitted from a transmitter. The test string is, is hashed \( k \)-times using same hash function as used in first phase

\[ H[k][i] \in f(X[i]) \quad \text{where} \quad i \in [0,1,2...m], I \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

All hash function results to membership value and matching from non volatile memory will be carried out.

\[ f(X[i]) \neq f(X[j]) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Where \( i, j \in [0, 1, 2...m], I \)

If all the values matches, resulting to true alarm signal for identified clusters concludes to request accepted and main communications can be started. As the 1st mismatch detected result to access denied and cluster will remain in deep sleep
mode. Hence in this way, in both cases either its match or mismatch wake up receiver, saves power and battery usage life will be increased.

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

Wake up receiver has been implemented using Verilog. The schematic of design is shown in fig. 1. Schematic depicts three input pins and three output pins. The implemented design works in multiphase, depends upon input value of pin “add”. If its value is 1 means receiver is in establishment phase and sensor nodes will be added to the network or if its value is 0 then it is in testing phase. “En_rst” is another input pin used to reset the receiver. “load_input” pin must be toggle every time and used to load input from external files.

Figure 1. Schematic of design

The internal structure of schematic is represented in fig. 2. Output pin “added” value “1” depicts, a new node is added into the network in establishment phase while pin “found” value”1” depicts successfully localization nodes within the network in the testing phase. Output pin “Clusternum” is used to describe the cluster number in both the phases. In establishing phase, sensor nodes will add to network and cluster number will be assigned to the node, based upon calculated value of membership function. In another phase, sensor ID will be received and it can be verified by fetching memory about the status of received ID. Instruction can be passed to cluster to come into the active stage and start active communications or it can also deny for start of communications if membership function not matched.

Figure 2. Internal structure of schematic

There are some other signals involved within the design for successful implementation. Fig. 3 gives detailed information of other internal signal and their data types.

Figure 3. Parameter of design with data types

Designed model is simulated with below mentioned parameters

- n (sensor node ID length) = 16 bits
- k (number of hash function) = 4
- m (memory bits used) = 60 bits

Fig. 4 shows waveform for new sensor node added into the network in establishing phase and cluster number is also assigned.

Figure 4. Establishment phase

Fig. 5 shows for sensor accurately detected and instruction to start active communication has been given with found cluster number.

Figure 5. Testing phase (found successful)
Fig. 6 shows waveform for the testing phase when called node does not exist in present network. All the pins output is at low voltage level because it shows the false input has been detected.

Hence in this way lots of power can be saved and prolong battery life is confirmed with large extend. Fig. 7 consists of result report of on chip power supply, Thermal summary and power consumption for the designs. ASIC design is using only 42.38 mW power.

### On-Chip Power Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>On-Chip</th>
<th>Power (mW)</th>
<th>Used</th>
<th>Available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clocks</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>63000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signals</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Power</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.38</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Thermal Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Thermal Summary</th>
<th>Effective TJA (C/W)</th>
<th>Max Ambient (C)</th>
<th>Junction Temp (C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Power Supply Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Power Supply Summary</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Dynamic</th>
<th>Static</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supply Power (mW)</td>
<td>42.38</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>42.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VI. CONCLUSION

A Wake-up receiver has been designed with the capability of using low power i.e. 42.38 mW. The proposed receiver is working on 16 bits ID matching system. Hence this model can be efficiently implemented over very large sensor networks. It can be used as transmitter and receiver model in all applications of Wireless sensor network where numbers of nodes are very large. This model will be more effective in term of power and security as compare to previous models. The researcher will found its better use in various applications where frequent charging of the battery is not possible. This model is also very beneficial in detecting false reception of address and power will also be saved in this process also. It will also reduce false triggering of the node with energy optimization.
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